
KNITTING PATTERN

Dijon
Cowl
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MATERIALS
Friends Extra Fine Merino
1 skein of color Mustard (28)
1 skein of color Maroon (49)

Circular needle or DPN 3.5mm (US 4)
Stitch markers

YARN QUALITY
Friends Extra Fine Merino, Friends

100 % Wool
50 g (1.75 oz) = 165 m (180 yds)

GAUGE
Work in brioche st in round
22 sts x 68 rounds = 10 cm x 10 cm (4’ x 4’)

ABBREVIATIONS
st(s) = stitch(es)
k = knit
p = Purl
yo = yarn over
sl1pw = slip stitch purlwise
brk = brioche knit
brp = brioche purl

SIZE
One size

MEASUREMENTS
Circumference: 18,9” / 48 cm
Height: 5,9” / 15 cm

PATTERN INFORMATION
Dijon is a reversible cowl, soft and
cosy. Each side has a different main
color, choose the one you want and
wear it according to your mood or your
outfit of the day. The pattern and the
wool of the yarn is the perfect
combination to keep you warm on
winter days.

It is worked in round, in a two colors
brioche stitch.
This pattern includes photos, links for
videos and a lot of tips to teach you
brioche stitch.

HASHTAGS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
#hobbiidesign #hobbiidijon #hobbiielements

BUY THE YARN HERE
https://shop.hobbii.com/dijon-cowl

QUESTIONS
If you have any questions regarding this pattern, please feel free to email us at
support@hobbii.com
Please make sure to include the pattern's name and number.

Happy Crafting!
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Pattern

INFO AND TIPS
You will work in brioche stitch with two colors in round, always on the same side.
Brioche stitch is made with a repeat of two rounds, one with color A and one with color B.
This pattern has a particularity. During round 1 you will work every other stitch and during
round 2 you will work the stitch that you left unworked before. So you worked two rounds
but it’s like you worked one.

This pattern is reversible so the main color will be different on each side! You can wear the
cowl in different ways according to your outfit.
The pattern is one size, but you can cast on the same amount of stitches for a kid size and
just adapt the height as you want.
If you want to alter to circumference, cast on an even number of stitches (+1 to join in
round).

In this pattern you can find some links for videos, some pictures and a lot of tips to help
you if it’s your first experience with brioche stitch. I know that brioche stitch can be scary
but it’s really easy, there are just some little things to pay attention to in the beginning but
all will be fine!

TUTORIAL VIDEOS
Brioche stitch is very stretchy so you must use stretchy cast on and bind off methods.
You can find below some videos to help you but you can use different methods if you
prefer.

Estonian cast on method: https://www.instagram.com/p/Cs_2yB4M-jh/
Bind off loosely: https://www.instagram.com/p/CtGj2GzO4En/

COWL
With color A. Cast on 101 sts with the Estonian cast on method or your favorite cast on
stretchy method.
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If you work with DPNs: divide the sts to have an even number of sts on each needle except
on the last one (which has the extra st for join in round). (For 4 needles 26 - 26 - 24 - 25)

If you work with magic loop method: divide the sts to have half sts on each side of the
needle. The first part has 50 sts and the second part has 51 sts (the extra st for join in
round).

Now you must join in round. Be careful to not twist the sts. Place the last st that you casted
on, on your left needle and pass the second stitch of your left needle over the first st.

You now have 100 sts on your needles.

Place a marker at the beginning and the middle of the round if you are knitting with the
magic loop method.

You must have an even number of sts on each needle or my advices for changing needle
during a round will be incorrect.

Set-up round 1:

With color A, k1 and
place yarn in front of the
work

Slip 1 purlwise (= sl1pw) Place yarn above the right
needle like this. (= yo)
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Knit the next stitch. A double stitch was created,
it’s the yo above the st
slipped. Repeat *k1, place the
yarn in front of the work,
sl1pw, yo* around.

When knitting the first st after
changing the needle. The yarn
goes above the last needle
used (or cable for magic loop).
Be careful to not twist the sts.

At the end of the round, you
will finish with: place the
yarn in front of the work,
sl1pw. Leave the yarn and
continue with the next
round.

Set-up round 2:
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Take color B. Be careful to
work on the right side. Place
the end of the thread on the
back of the work and block it
with your right hand. Place
the yarn in front of the work.

Place the yarn around the
needle (= yo)

Purl the yo and the next st
together like one st (= brp)

Like this *Sl1pw with yarn in front. Yo.

Brp* Like this. Repeat from * to *
around.

Before changing the needle,
be careful, the last stitch is a
double stitch, check that you
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didn’t lose the yo from the
previous round.

After changing the
needle, be careful to not
twist the sts and work on
right side. The yarn goes
below the last needle
used (or cable for magic
loop).

The last st of the round is a
brp, so place the yarn color A
that you left on previous
round above the needle to
have the double st and brp.

Like this. Leave the yarn color
B in front of the work and the
yarn color A in the back of
the work.

For next round, before continuing, place the end of color B above the first st to have your
double st. The first stitch is color A and the yo above is color B.
You can make a little knot with the two ends.
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Round 3:

This round is work with color
A. The yarn goes around the
last st from the previous
round above the yarn color B.

*Knit the yo and the next st
together like one st. (= brk)

Place the yarn in front of
work.

Sl1pw. Yo*. Repeat from * to * around.
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During the round, after
changing the needle, check
that the yarn goes above the
last needle used (or cable for
magic loop).

At the end of the round, you
finish with: place yarn in
front, sl1pw. Leave the yarn
here and continue with the
next round. Youplace the yo
at the end of the next round.

Round 4:

This round is work with color
B. The yarn goes under the
needle. Do not cross the yarn
A and B.

With yarn color B in front
of the work. *Sl1pw

Yo around needle,

Purl the yo and the next st Like this. Repeat from * to * around.
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together like one st (= brp)*

Before changing the
needle be careful. The
last stitch is a double
stitch, check that you
didn’t lose the yo color A
from the previous round.

After changing the
needle, the yarn goes
below the last needle
used (or cable for magic
loop).

At the end of the round you
will have this. The yarn A in
front of the work and a stitch
color B.

The last st of the round is a
brp so place the yarn color A
above the needle to have
the double st for the brp and
block the yarn with your
right hand.

Work your brp. Place the
yarns like this. Leave color B
on the right in front of work
and color A on the left, in the
back of the work to be ready
for the next round.

Untwist the threads when necessary, to work comfortably.
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You now have all the tips to make a beautiful cowl. All my tips about changing needles
during a round are true only if you have an even number of sts on each needle.

Round 3:With yarn color A, *brk, place yarn in front, sl1pw, yo*. Repeat from * to * around.

Round 4:With yarn color B in front of the work. *sl1pw, yo, brp*. Repeat from * to *
around.

Repeat rounds 3 and 4 until your work measures 5,9” (15 cm) or your desired length. I work
a total of 110 rounds. The last round is work with color B.

Cast off your stitches loosely with color A. You can find a link to a video for the method I
used in “info and tips”.

Bravo! You did it! Your cowl is ready to be worn.

Dare and release your stitches!
I'll be really happy to see your work. If you use Instagram don't hesitate to tag me
@libere.tes.mailles or use hashtags #liberetesmailles #hobbiidijon Thank you!!

Enjoy!
Alexandra, Libère tes mailles
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